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ROBERT POWELL

Renland, Eastern Greenland

Run-out slab climbing on Arctic Monkeys, Renland. (Paul Seabrook)

During July and August of  2016, Paul Seabrook, David Barlow, Geoff  Hornby 
and Robert Powell travelled to an un-named glacier in Renland, eastern Greenland, 
with the aim of  climbing new peaks and routes in this remote and largely unclimbed 
area. The glacier is located opposite the Bear Islands at N71°8.52', W25°38.56'.

further up. Some 50m below the top the rock became ever more rotten and 
ascending to the crest of  the main ridge ended in a sheer precipice, most 
likely the abseil-pitch reported by Pasteur (see AJ 1964). Having unoffi-
cially crossed the border into the DRC, a wide margin of  safety had to be  
observed, so owing to the loose rock the climb was abandoned at this point.

The extended stay at Skull Cave due to the thunderstorm resulted in a 
shortage of  food; this prevented any further attempt on Emin via a different 
route. The journey back to Bujuku around Mount Speke turned out to be 
the most strenuous day altogether, the ground crossed being both overgrown 
with dense forests and very muddy. Other sections were, in want of  better 
alternatives, tackled by descending steep brooks. Great was the joy when 
some of  the porters who had remained at Bujuku came to meet us at Lac 
du Speke, bringing with them a liberal amount of  cassava and peanut sauce. 

Walking back to Butawu in the rain next morning, Mount Luigi still  
waited to be climbed. Weismann summit was easily reached and traversed 
to Bugata. A second unnamed peak was climbed but no attempt was made 
on Sella, the highest summit but with a height difference of  just seven  
metres, due to poor visibility. With only our descent to civilisation to come, 
our last two days flashed by, but already in these last hours I was longing  
to come back to the otherworldly realm of  the Rwenzori.
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Our journey started with a three-hour charter flight from Akureyri in 
Iceland to Constable Point in Greenland. From there, we travelled  

in small rubber inflatable boats (RIBs) for 12 hours along the coast of  the 
Scorbysund. The RIB journey proved to be equally spectacular and unpleas-
ant, the beauty of  the mountain views and icebergs quickly numbed away  
by unrelenting bouncing and frigid temperatures on the RIBs.

We landed on a beach at the snout of  a glacier; the temperatures were 
pleasant and the location breathtaking. Base camp was on the hillside about 
a hundred metres above the beach with a convenient water source close by. 
Here we discovered that Greenland has no shortage of  mosquitos.

Our first task was to establish an advanced base camp (ABC) about  
five kilometres up the glacier. It took us three hours to get there and we 
found a brilliant site on an alluvial silt plain located by the main bend of  the 
glacier. We headed back to base camp and roughly a hundred metres before 
it, Geoff  plunged through a snow patch and inverted his knee. This was 
terrible luck for Geoff  and the end of  his expedition.

Having established ABC, we decided to make an attempt on a ‘warm-
up’ route. Next morning, we threaded our way up the glacier and scouted  
numerous big walls, eventually deciding to climb a crack that split one of  
400m. The initial pitches were excellent with some loose rock, but mostly  
good climbing following an obvious and aesthetic line. Higher up, the 
route turned rather more committing with long run-outs and sections that  
required delicate climbing on dubious rock.

The line of Arctic Monkeys (E2), on a wall five kilometres up the glacier from 
the team’s landing point. (Paul Seabrook)

Alpine rock climbing on the summit crest of Cerro Castillito. (Rob Powell)
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After threading our way through some large rotten overhangs, we finally 
popped out on a ridge where we had the choice of  continuing up to an unre-
markable summit, or abseil off. We chose the latter and arrived back at ABC 
22 hours after setting off. We named the route Arctic Monkeys (400m, E2 5b). 
A rest day was needed after such an involved warm-up so we headed back 
down to base camp and celebrated our first route with a fine single malt.

For our next route, we opted for a big alpine objective. The first climbing  
expedition to this glacier had attempted our chosen peak and although 
they had not managed to summit it, they named it Cerro Castillito. We fol-
lowed the same route the first team had attempted, up a glacier and over a  
massive bergschrund that led to a long and arduous snow gully. At the top 
of  the gully we followed a complex ridge, sometimes with excellent rock and 
other times scary loose blocks. Route finding proved complex, involving 
venturing into deep chimneys and squirming into and out of  slots as well 
as some abseiling from towers on the ridge. Finally, we all made it onto the 
very pointy summit blocks.

The weather had been coming in for some time and after hastily taking 
some pictures and GPS data, we set off  down-climbing and abseiling to 
reach the snow gully. It started snowing during the descent but we finally 
reached the tent after a continuous 26-hour push. This was the first ascent of  
Cerro Castillito via the South-East Ridge (1,300m, AD+/D, V). As was now 
our routine, we headed to base camp to recharge our batteries, consume 
whisky and feed the mosquitos.

The line of ascent on Cerro Castillito, Renland. (David Barlow) On the first ascent of Polar Daze, Mount Hannes. (Rob Powell)

Mount Hannes, showing the line of Polar Daze (1400m, TD, E2 5b, 50°).  
The quality of rock varied from superb granite to ‘granola’. (Rob Powell)
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From ABC we had identified a snow and ice couloir sandwiched  
between two large peaks and decided to climb it as a reconnaissance mission 
prior to attempting the large peak to the left of  it. Should the couloir fall 
easily, we were open to continuing up the left peak to the summit that we  
estimated was about 250m further up. To reach the base of  the couloir,  
we had to negotiate a fairly complex glacier with many crevasses. Fortu-
nately, the initial approach on the glacier was ‘dry’ so it did not prove  
difficult. Once at the base of  the couloir, the glacier is ‘wet’ but the snow was 
firm and we encountered no difficulties with crevasses or the bergschrund.

We hugged the rock wall on the left of  the couloir trying to stay out of  
the central part where we expected rock-fall might be a problem. How-
ever, as the couloir narrowed about halfway up we had little choice but 
to run this gauntlet with only a couple of  small stones flying past. David 
and I hadn’t expected to climb any ice routes in Greenland so we had 
brought only one ice tool each. Paul had come more prepared and had a 
pair of  them, although comment was made as to which museum Paul had  
purchased them from. The leader got a pair of  tools and each seconder had 
to make do with one. We had eight ice screws, two for each belay, leaving 
four for placing runners. The ice was bullet hard, inflicting considerable 
pump to our rapidly ballooning calf  muscles. The route became steeper  
the higher we progressed but never exceeded 75°.

It soon became apparent that we had underestimated the length of  the 
route. After what felt like an eternity, we reached the upper part of  the  
couloir where the quality of  the ice became somewhat concerning.  
Comprising of  a series of  large crystals, the ice cracked apart when an ice 
tool or ice screw was placed into it. Fortunately, this section was short-lived 
and a couple of  pitches later we reached the col. At this point, the call of  
our sleeping bags was too strong and we abandoned our idea of  continuing 
to the left summit. We descended directly down the route using abalakovs 
and a few pieces of  rock gear on the left side of  the couloir. We recorded  
18 abseils and 150m of  down-climbing on snow. Five minutes short of   
24 hours after setting off, we crawled back into our sleeping bags. We named 
the route the Double OO Couloir (800m, AD, 55°-75°).

After a couple of  rest days at basecamp, we returned to have an attempt 
at our main objective for the trip. Our previous scouting mission had identi-
fied a leftward trending ramp line from the lower section of  the Double OO 
Couloir heading towards the arête between the north and east faces. Our plan 
was to ascend this ramp and then follow the arête to a series of  steep corner 
systems where we expected to encounter the crux of  the route.

We left ABC at 8.30am and retraced our steps through the maze of  
crevasses and up the initial section of  the Double OO Couloir, making our 
first stance at the start of  the leftward trending ramp. We alternated leads 
through varying degrees of  loose horribleness, arriving at the end of  the 
ramp where the rock steepened considerably. Where the rock was steep,  
it was generally good although the lower section of  the north face had areas  
of  thick black lichen covering the rock making protection hard to find.  
We encountered chimneys, cracks, flakes, laybacks and even an off-width  
on our way to the base of  the steep corner systems.

Once at the base of  the steeper corner systems, we were please to find 
perfect splitter cracks. What followed was steep, well protected and thor-
oughly enjoyable climbing for three long pitches. Feeling a little smug after 
completing the corner systems and on easier ground we were due for a little 
humbling. The rock quality deteriorated into possibly the worst rock I have 
ever climbed on. The rock crumbled into ‘granola’ in your hands and I think 
it’s safe to say protection was purely of  a psychological benefit.

Fortunately, this dire rock lasted for only a pitch-and-a-half  and after  
a long and tiring day, we found the first possible bivy site since setting off. 
We built a rock wall to provide some shelter from the wind and climbed into 
our bivy bags. To save weight, we had decided not to bring sleeping bags  
so the night was a cold one.

The following morning, we flanked a loose steep crack and continued  
up steep ground on the north face, more than a little concerned that  
instead of  easing off, the ground looked to be getting steeper. Nonetheless 
we continued weaving our way up the easiest line possible, passing another 
potential bivy site and crossing the arête onto the east face. Here we encoun-
tered more ‘granola’ and steep technical climbing. Finally, after two pitches  
on the east side of  the arête, we hit the easy ground of  the summit ridge; 

A shot from higher on the first ascent of Polar Daze. (David Barlow)
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350m later we were standing on the summit of  our main objective.
Prior to setting off  on this route, I had asked Paul and David if  they 

wouldn’t mind naming the peak after my old climbing partner, Hannes  
Esterhuyse, who had tragically passed away climbing the climbing in the 
Alps. Both were supportive of  the idea. I had previously prepared a note 
to the Esterhuyse family and we took a summit photo with the note. This 
was the first ascent of  the peak that we named Mount Hannes via the route  
Polar Daze, (1400m, TD, E2 5b, 50°).

From the summit, we descend the very loose ridge leading to the col at 
the top of  the Double OO Couloir. We made five long abseils on steep rock 
that brought us to just below the col where our previous ice route finished. 
Reaching the first abalakov station we had set up previously, we were dis-
mayed to find the abalakovs had melted out and we would have to re-set  
all of  the abseils.

One incident worth forgetting on the descent occurred when a micro-
wave-sized rock came bouncing down the couloir directly towards us and 
at the last second bounced right over our heads. We had a further five 
days until our boat pick-up, but after two new peaks and four new routes,  
we decided enough was enough and demobilised our ABC and headed to 
the relative warmth of  beach. We strongly recommend any future parties 
use hard-bottomed boats. A local Inuit fisherman picked us up in a hard- 

bottomed boat and the journey out was considerably faster and infinitely 
more comfortable.

There is fantastic potential for new routing in the area. There is a big wall 
with two summits on the right of  the main glacier as one looks up the valley 
from ABC. This has two obvious and spectacular lines on the right (high-
est) summit. We estimate the wall to be between 800m and 1,000m high. 
Access to the wall is straightforward from ABC. The left line is a dihedral 
system that narrows to become a continuous crack system higher up. After 
c500m it becomes an easier-angled corner system where the crack intersects  
slabs coming in from the left. This rock looks clean and the climbing steep. 
The right line is an even larger dihedral system with a continuous crack that 
appears to turn thin and then very wide higher up. The finish to this line was 
not visible and would probably be steep. We expect these routes would be 
climbed in big wall style and require a portaledge.

From base camp, looking up the valley there is a smaller steep glacier 
intersecting the main glacier from the left. There is a short entry chute to  
a higher mini-glacier plateau. From there, the glacier heads rightwards  
before curving left to access the high glacier plateau and various unclimbed 
snow summits. While the route looks moderate, there are many crevasses 
visible and the initial entry chute and mini-glacial plateau are exposed to 
serac fall. 

The view from the summit of Mount Hannes. The obvious steep tower offers 
future parties a major new big wall route. (David Barlow)

Rob Powell, Paul Seabrook and Dave Barlow on the summit, with their 
dedication to Hannes Esterhuyse, the South African alpinist who died in 
Switzerland in 2008. (David Barlow)


